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ABSTRACT
SpaceVPX is a backplane standard for demanding, high-reliability applications. Reliability is enhanced in
SpaceVPX compared to VPX, by the provision for redundant payload, system controller and power supply
modules. Critical signals are run in a point-to-point manner, “radially” out from the nominal and redundant
system controller modules to the several payload modules. Communication functions are isolated from one
another using several planes: data plane, control plane, management plane and utility plane.
SpaceFibre is a high-availability, high-reliability, high-performance serial communication standard, which
provides multiple virtual channels over each communication link. These virtual channels are isolated from
one another and each has configurable quality of service (QoS). SpaceFibre provides multi-lane
communication with graceful degradation in performance if a lane fails. Hot and cold redundancy can be
provided within a multi-lane link with very fast (2 µs) detection and recovery from failures.
This paper introduces SpaceVPX and SpaceVPX-Lite and then outlines the key features of SpaceFibre. It then
explains how a single communications plane can replace the data, control and management plane in
SpaceVPX to advantage: reducing power consumption, reducing complexity, increasing availability and
enhancing reliability.
1.

SPACEVPX

VITA is an organisation that defines computer bus, board, and system specifications such as VMEbus, PMC
and FMC. Switched serial technologies offer significant benefits over parallel interconnect technologies
including: higher bandwidth; lower latency; reduced contention; improved scalability and reduced footprint.
To take advantage of this VITA defined the VPX series of standards (VITA 46.0) [1] which provide a standard
mechanical format to support the standardisation of switched serial interconnects for applications in rugged
environments. VPX sacrifices interoperability in favour of flexibility, allowing many possible serial
interconnects to be used as the data plane. Users can select their preferred serial technology, but one
implementation is not guaranteed to be interoperable with another.
SpaceVPX (VITA 78.0) [2] takes the ruggedized VPX standard one step further, addressing the need for
redundancy in spaceflight systems and focussing on conduction cooled racks. SpaceVPX replaced the
VMEbus control-plane of VPX with SpaceWire, but retained the versatility of a user defined data plane serial
interconnect. SpaceVPX concentrates on meeting a wide range of applications and in defining sets of
“backplane profiles” to support those applications, rather than defining a common interconnect interface.
This approach makes the SpaceVPX standard very complex, because it includes so many options, but it is
very flexible.
2.

SPACEVPX-LITE

SpaceVPXLite (VITA 78.1) [3] aims to reduce the size and complexity of SpaceVPX. It focuses on 3U sized
boards, restricts and rationalizes the possible backplane configurations of SpaceVPX and concentrates on the
support of utility, control and data planes. The VITA 78.1 standard is currently in draft form.
SpaceVPX-Lite (VITA 78.1) has four types of module or board that plug into a backplane or rack:

1. System controller module, which controls the operation of the other modules in the rack. There are two
system controller modules, one nominal and one redundant.
2. Payload module, which is the main processing or data-handling functions. There is a maximum of six
payload modules in the rack.
3. Power supply module, which provides power to the power switch modules for distribution to the other
modules in the rack.
4. Power switch module, which distributes power from the nominal or redundant power supply to the
system controller and payload modules.
SpaceVPX-Lite separates the backplane communications into four principal planes or functions:
1. Control plane, which is used to pass configuration, control and monitoring information between the
system controllers and the payload modules.
2. Data plane, which is used to pass information between the payload modules.
3. Management plane, which is used to manage and monitor the various functions in a SpaceVPX-Lite, for
example turning on/off the power to payload modules and monitoring the voltages of the power
supplies.
4. Utility plane, which is used to pass power, clock signals and control/status signals between the various
modules.
The control plane, data plane and management plane provide distinct services that need to be provided by a
backplane: controlling payload modules, passing data between payload modules and configuring and
monitoring the various modules on the backplane, respectively. They are separated so that an error in a
payload module which, for example, starts sending spurious data across the data plane, does not upset the
management plane functions.
An example SpaceVPX-Lite backplane is illustrated in Error! Reference source not found..
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Figure 1: Example SpaceVPX-Lite Backplane

There are two power supplies, nominal and redundant, a power switch board, two system controller boards,
nominal and redundant, and up to six payload boards, which can be processors, mass memory modules or
other functions. The power switch distributes power to the active boards. A control plane interconnects the
system controllers and the payload modules. Other utility functions like clock distribution, are carried by
specific utility signals. The data plane provides high-bandwidth communication between payload modules.
3.

SPACEFIBRE

SpaceFibre [4] is very high-speed data-link and network technology designed by the University of Dundee
and STAR-Dundee to support high data-rate payloads, including synthetic aperture radar and hyper-spectral
optical instruments. It provides robust, long distance communications for launcher applications and supports
avionics applications with deterministic delivery constraints through the use of virtual channels. SpaceFibre
enables a common on-board network to be used across many different mission applications resulting in cost
reduction and design reusability.
SpaceFibre runs over both electrical and fibre-optic media and provides 3.125 Gbps data rate in current
radiation tolerant FPGA technology. Higher data rates of 6.25 Gbps data rate per lane are possible with
65nm ASIC technology. SpaceFibre provides a quality of service mechanism which is able to support priority,
bandwidth reservation and scheduling. It incorporates fault detection, isolation and recovery (FDIR)
capability in the interface hardware. SpaceFibre is designed to be implemented efficiently and has a much
smaller footprint than other technologies such as Serial Rapid IO, taking 3-5% of a Microsemi radiation
tolerant RTG4 FPGA [5], which allows plenty of room for the application specific logic.
Several SpaceFibre lanes can be operated in parallel (multi-laning) to give higher data rates or increased
reliability [6]. A multi-lane link can have any number of lanes from 1 to 16. Multi-lane operation provides hot
redundancy and graceful degradation in the event of a lane failure, simplifying redundancy approaches and
maintaining essential communication services over the remaining operational lanes. When a lane fault does
occur, recovery is very fast, taking a few µs. SpaceFibre also supports asymmetric links where some of the
lanes can be unidirectional. This is particularly useful for high data-rate instruments where data flow is
mainly in one direction, and can save both power and mass.
SpaceFibre is backwards compatible with SpaceWire [7][8] at the network level, using the same packet
format, which allows simple interconnection of existing SpaceWire equipment to a SpaceFibre link or
network.
SpaceFibre has a message broadcast capability, which carry eight bytes of user information, together with a
broadcast type and channel identifier. This permits, for example, CCSDS unsegmented time information to
be broadcast across the spacecraft in a single broadcast message, with low latency. Broadcast messages can
be used for time distribution, synchronisation, event signalling, network control and error handling.
The main characteristics and capabilities of SpaceFibre are summarised below:
•

Very high-performance with 3.125 Gbps single-lane performance in current radiation tolerant FPGAs,
12.5 Gbps with four lanes, and substantially high data rates planned in future devices.

•

Electrical and Fibre Optic media with the electrical medium supporting cable lengths up to 5 m and
fibre optics supporting up to 100 m.

•

High reliability and high availability using error-handling technology which is able to recover
automatically from transient errors in a few microseconds without loss of information and which is
able to continue operation, preserving data transfer of critical and important information, when a lane
in a multi-lane link fails.

•

Quality of service using multiple virtual channels across a data link, each of which is provided with a
priority level, a bandwidth allocation and a schedule.

•

Virtual networks that provide multiple independent traffic flows on a single physical network, which,
when mapped to a virtual channel, acquires the quality of service of that virtual channel.

•

Deterministic data delivery of information using the scheduled quality of service, in conjunction with
priority and bandwidth allocation.

•

Low latency broadcast messages which provide time-distribution, synchronisation, event signalling,
error reporting and network control capabilities.

•

Small footprint which enables a complete SpaceFibre interface to be implemented in a radiation
tolerant FPGA, for example, around 3% of an RTG4 FPGA for an interface with two virtual channels.

The ECSS-E-ST-50-11C SpaceFibre standard will be published in November 2018.
4.

SPACEFIBRE VIRTUAL CHANNELS

A SpaceFibre interface includes a number of virtual channels [9]. Each provides a FIFO type interface similar
to that of a SpaceWire link. When data from a SpaceFibre packet is placed in a SpaceFibre virtual channel it is
transferred over the SpaceFibre link and placed in the same numbered virtual channel at the other end of
the link. Data from the several virtual channels are interleaved over the physical SpaceFibre connection. A
virtual channel can be assigned a quality of service which determines the precedence with which that virtual
channel will compete with other virtual channels for sending data over the SpaceFibre link. Priority,
bandwidth reservation, and scheduled qualities of service can be supported, all operating together using a
simple precedence mechanism.
To provide quality of service, it is necessary to be able to interleave different data flows over a data link or
network. If a large packet is being sent with low priority and a higher priority one requests to be sent, it must
be possible to suspend sending the low priority one and start sending the higher priority packet. To support
the interleaving, packets are chopped up and sent in short frames of up to 256 SpaceFibre N-chars each. An
N-Char is a data byte, End of Packet marker (EOP) or Error End of Packet marker (EEP). When the high
priority packet requests to be sent, the current frame of the low priority packet is allowed to complete
transmission, and then the frames of the high priority packet are sent. When all the frames of the high
priority packet have been sent, the remaining frames of the low priority packet can be sent. Each frame has
to be identified as belonging to a particular data flow so that the stream of packets can be reconstructed at
the other end of the link.
Each independent data stream allowed to flow over a data link is referred to as a virtual channel (VC). Virtual
channels are unidirectional and have a QoS attribute. The QoS attributes are priority, allocated bandwidth
and schedule. Together these attributes determine the precedence of a virtual channel. If one virtual
channel exceeds its allocated bandwidth, the precedence of that virtual channel is automatically reduced so
that its use of link bandwidth is constrained and it cannot adversely affect the traffic in other virtual
channels.
5.

SPACEFIBRE AS THE CONTROL PLANE

SpaceVPX and SpaceVPXLite use SpaceWire as a control plane. SpaceWire is widely used in space
applications, supports moderate data rates and has a small footprint. There are two disadvantages of using
SpaceWire: lack of AC coupling which requires special cold sparing interfaces and the fact that a SpaceWire
interface requires eight signal wires.
SpaceFibre has been designed to be backwards compatible with SpaceWire at the network level, so it is
possible to replace a SpaceWire based control plane with a SpaceFibre control plane, without having to
change the application software. Two lanes of SpaceFibre can be run over the same number of backplane
signals as a SpaceWire link. This results in 6.25 Gbps data-signalling rate and graceful degradation of the
control plane connection. If one SpaceFibre lane fails, the other one keeps going, transferring the critical
control information. The SpaceFibre virtual channels allow different classes of traffic to be sent over
independent virtual channels, allowing control information to be sent over one virtual channel, possible
management information over another, and application data over other virtual channels. Essential
separation of control information is maintained via the virtual channels. Control information can be given

high priority, as well as a reserved bandwidth allocation to ensure that this critical information is delivered in
the event of a lane failure in a multi-lane link.
6.

INTEGRATING MANAGEMENT PLANE FUNCTIONS INTO THE CONTROL PLANE

The control plane goes to all of the payload modules from each of the system controllers using “radial”
point-to-point links. This means that there is no need for management plane signals to carry the system
management information to the payload modules. Normally passed over an I2C bus, the system
management information can be sent over SpaceWire or SpaceFibre using the Remote Memory Access
Protocol [10] to access the management control and status register in the payload boards. This capability is
being added to SpaceVPX. When SpaceFibre is used as the control plane, a separate virtual channel can be
allocated to the system management function. This means that the two I2C buses that would normally run
one from each system controller to all of the payload modules are replaced by radial point-to-point
connections, which is much better from the reliability perspective. As can be seen in Figure 2, this reduces
the complexity of the backplane.
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Figure 2: SpaceVPX-Lite Backplane with Combined Control/Management Plane to the Payload Modules
7.

SPACEFIBRE DATA PLANE

SpaceFibre can be used as the data plane in a SpaceVPX system because it is fully compatible with the 100
ohm differential impedance backplane connections provided for the data plane. A SpaceFibre interface with
up to four lanes can be used to provide data rates of up to 12.5 Gbps (10 Gbps data throughput) with current
radiation tolerant implementations. Data rates of double this 25 Gbps are expected in the next couple of
years in radiation tolerant technology.
8.

INTEGRATED DATA AND CONTROL PLANE

With SpaceFibre as both a control and data plane the possibility of integrating both planes as two virtual
planes in one physical plane becomes possible. This takes advantage of the virtual channels in SpaceFibre

with one virtual channel for management information, one for control information and one or more for
payload data. This is illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: SpaceVPX Backplane with Combined Control, Data and Payload Management Plane
A single physical plane that carries several virtual planes has a number of advantages:
•

Improved reliability: With three physical lanes, any one of those lanes failing results in loss of the
system. With one physical lane the reliability is, therefore, improved.

•

Easier to add redundancy: With fewer physical wires it is easier to add redundancy. Redundancy can
take the form of redundant links or redundant lanes.

•

Improved performance: Multiple lane links can replace the SpaceWire control plane and SpaceFibre
data plane. This multi-lane link provides improved performance.

•

Graceful degradation and hot/cold redundancy: A failure of a lane in a multi-lane link results in
reduce performance. The link degrades gracefully, with lower priority, less important, traffic not
being able to travel over the link. A redundant lane can provide either hot redundancy, where a hot
redundant lane can take over from a failed lane in a few µs, or cold redundancy, where a spare lane
is enabled after a fault is detected. For cold redundancy with two operational lanes, a lane failure
will be detected in a few µs and link operation will continue with half bandwidth, the cold redundant
lane can then be enabled and it will then take of the order of 100 µs for the lane to initialize and
restore full operation. In the meantime, any critical control and management information is still able
to travel over the link.

It is possible to provide a SpaceFibre routing switch on the system controller, which is able to switch data
between the system controller and the payload modules. This allows a payload module to talk to any other
payload module. Each payload module can be allocated its own virtual channel which, with the routing
switch, forms a virtual network so that the each payload module can be allocated a bandwidth for sending
and receiving data other payload modules.
9.

A SPACEVPX-LITE DEMONSTRATION BOARD

A demonstration board for SpaceFibre in SpaceVPXLite has being developed by STAR-Dundee, which is
shown in Figure 4. The principal component on the SpaceVPX-RTG4 board is a Microsemi RTG4 FPGA [5][11].
The Microsemi RTG4 is a new generation radiation tolerant FPGA with extensive logic, memory, DSP blocks,
and IO capabilities and built in triple mode redundancy. The RTG4 provides 16 SpaceWire clock-data
recovery circuits and 24 multi-Gbps SerDes lanes to support high-speed serial protocols like SpaceFibre.

Attached to the RTG4 are two banks of 32-bit wide DDR memory. A pair of SpaceWire and a pair of
SpaceFibre connectors are provided on the front panel of the SpaceVPX-RTG4 board. To provide additional
input/output functions an FMC connector is provided on the board. The SpaceVPX-RTG4 can be configured
as either a system controller or a payload module, with SpaceWire or SpaceFibre control plane connections.

Figure 4 SpaceVPX-RTG4 Board with Dual ADC FMC card fitted
10. CONCLUSIONS

SpaceVPX and SpaceVPX-Lite have been introduced and the key features of SpaceFibre outlined. The way in
which SpaceFibre can be used to replace the data, control and management plane in SpaceVPX with a single
physical plane with separate virtual channels providing isolated virtual planes has been described. This
provides several advantages reduced power consumption, reduced complexity, increased availability and
enhanced reliability. A SpaceFibre-VPX demonstration board has been developed which can be configured as
either a system controller or as a payload module.
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